Manufacturer and Exporter of Rubber Rollers, PU Rubber Rollers, Industrial Rollers, Printing Rubber Roller, Bow Expander, Rubber Moulded Articles, Hardchrome Plated Roller

MFG by: Advanced Rubber Industries
we have been manufacturing and exporting a wide range of rubber & ebonite rollers, molded rubber parts, molded rubber components, industrial rubber components, automotive rubber components, rotary screen printing machinery, slitter rewinder etc.

As a quality conscious company, we have always associated ourselves only with the leading suppliers of the country, for the purchase of the raw materials. It is only after stringent quality check that we start our production process to meet the requirements of our clients.
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Advance Rubber Industries is engaged in manufacturing of Synthetic Rubber Rollers which are available with PVC Coating. It is used in roller manufacture: a complex mix of natural rubber and various chemicals. These rubber rollers are made using optimum quality of polymers and are fit to be used in steel, paper, textile, printing, plastic, tanneries and other allied industries in diverse specifications.
Rubber Roller - Natural Rubber Roller

We are a prime leader in the manufacturer of Natural Rubber Roller which is a basic and primary accessory of the process of every machine. It is used to make hard rollers. Our range is in compliance with the industrial standards. It provides support and transportation to materials moving through the machine.
We are successfully engaged in fabrication of Silicone Rubber Roller in the market. Our Silicon Rubber Rollers are available in various colors and sizes. Rubber Rollers are made of top-notch quality of raw material and are highly durable. It is widely applicable in Cutting sealing machine, Foil Processing, Tite machine, and Furnishing all types of plastic machine rubber rolls.
Rubber Roller - Neoprene Rubber Roller

At ARI (Advance Rubber Industries) we are a leading supplier of **Neoprene Rubber Rollers**. Neoprene rubber maintains its strength, flexing, twisting and elongation very well over a wide temperature range while having outstanding physical toughness. Numerous grades of neoprene are available depending on the application.
Rubber Roller - E.P.D.M. Rubber Roller

Our company is considered as a paramount EPDM Rubber Rollers Manufacturer and Supplier in the national and international market. It is manufactured using best quality of raw material. EPDM Rubber Rollers are highly efficient and durable. These rollers are efficiently tested to ensure exceptional resilience and performance. It’s biggest strength is its substantial ozone resistance.
Rubber Roller - Hypolan Rubber Roller

We are renowned as a high flying manufacturer of Hypolan Rubber Roller. Hypalon has outstanding resistance to most chemicals and has low moisture absorption and good dielectric properties. It is applicable in automotive hose, rubber compound, special rubber rollers, seals, wire and cable etc.
Pu Roll

We are affianced in offering our clients an extensive range of PU Rollers across the globe. Polyurethane Rollers give optimum level of performance, consist of high load capacity and is made of high quality of material. These Rollers are tested at various parameters as per international standards. Polyurethane Rubber Roller is known for its effectual functioning among our valued clients.
Advance Rubber Industries is capable of manufacturing Ebonite Rubber Rollers. Our Ebonite Rollers can withstand high temperatures of steam and water. Ebonite Rollers are used in superior engineering and function more smoothly in varied applications.
Industrial Rollers - Knurling Roll

Advance rubber Industries manufactures wide range of Knurling Rollers. **Knurling Rollers** are also known as Brush Rollers. These rollers are available in type, Sizes and capacity for different application in the Industries. It has diverse properties like durability, reliability, corrosion resistance, moisture resistance, etc and is used in major industries like Construction, Printing, Rubber etc.
Industrial Rollers - Knurling Roll

Application – Construction Industries
Industrial Rollers - Knurling Roll

Application – Printing Industries
Industrial Rollers - Knurling Roll

Application – Rubber Industries
At ADI we are preeminent supplier of Aluminum Rollers available in variety of sizes, specifications that are widely acclaimed by the esteemed customers for its excellent design. aluminum Rollers are Corrosion Proof, durable and imparts good surface finish.
Industrial Rollers - Aluminum Roll

Application – Automotive Industries
Industrial Rollers - Aluminum Roll

Application – Engineering
Industrial Rollers - Aluminum Roll

Application – Steel Industries
Industrial Rollers - Aluminum Roll

Application – Packaging
Industrial Rollers - Aluminum Roll

Application – Plywood
Industrial Rollers - Aluminum Roll

Application – Textile Industries
Industrial Rollers - Hard Anodized Aluminum Roll

Hard Chrome Aluminum Roller is manufactured under the supervision of experienced professional. It is fabricated with the best quality of material and at cheapest price. **Hard Anodized Roller** is tested to assure its quality and performance. It is plated with hard chrome to increase its life. Aluminum Roller is used in Rotogravure machine, Flexo machine, and Lamination machine.
Advance Rubber Industries is occupied in manufacturing and supplying a wide range of Stainless Steel Rolls (Mirror Finish Rolls), which has a vibrant balance and bearing size. These rolls are manufactured using the latest technology, finer quality and are suitable for surface grinding.
Industrial Rollers - Brush Roller

We are counted as the foremost manufacturer and exporter of Industrial Brush Roller. It is prepared after doing ebonite coating on Roll to avoid resting on steel surface.
We bring forth our clients an array of Scroll Rollers customized as per the specific requirements of the clients. **Scroll Rollers** are widely used in poly films industries to remove wrinkles in films during on-line process and also cater to the requirements of diverse industrial applications.
We bring forth our clients an array of Scroll Rollers customized as per the specific requirements of the clients. Scroll Rollers are widely used in poly films industries to remove wrinkles in films during on-line process and also cater to the requirements of diverse industrial applications.
ADI is a renowned in exporting wide range of unique products which are fabricated with MS rolls, stainless steel rolls, Aluminum rolls and hard chrome plated rolls. These Rollers are made of high quality of film and are reliable and durable.
ADI is a trusted manufacturer and supplier of Teflon Coated Rollers in India. We also provide customization of Teflon Coated Products on various parameters as per the client’s requirement. Our Teflon Coated Products comes with excellent finishing and available in varied specifications.
Industrial Rollers - Conveyor Roller

Our company is considered as the prestigious roller conveyor manufacturers in India. Conveyor Rollers are fabricated with the latest technology and with experienced team using premium metal and alloys. Our products are valued by the clients for their features like corrosion-resistance, abrasion-resistance, low maintenance cost and high durability.
We are betrothed in manufacturing and supplying extensive range of **Aluminum Grooved Rollers** that are widely acclaimed due to their dimensional accuracy, durability, corrosion resistance and reliability. Our products are in compliance with the international quality norms and modern technology.
We are positioned amidst the chief Rubber Grooved Roller Manufacturers and Suppliers in India. These are ideal rollers and have unique groove pattern on rubber surface. Our grooved rollers are made using superior quality of material with various dimensions.
Printing Rubber Roller

Printing Rubber Roller :: Gravure Printing Rubber Roller :: Printing Rubber Roller Manufacturers :: Lamination Rubber Roller
Printing Rubber Roller - Gravure Printing

Rubber Roller

Our **Gravure Printing Rubber Rollers** are manufactured using latest technology and are used in high speed **Flexo graphic printing machines**, VMC Coating machine across the globe.
We manufacture and supply **Flexo Printing Rubber Roller** available in different ranges for varied applications. Flexo Printing rollers functions effectively at the customers’ end.
At ADI, we are involved in manufacturing Industrial Lamination Rubber Rollers. We have gained credibility in a short span of time. Our product is highly cost effective and is applicable in Gravure Printing, Flexo Graphic Printing etc.
We are a prime leader engaged in supplying Solventless Lamination Rubber Roller based on top quality of polymers, durability & long service life. Lamination Rubber rolls is used for foil processing and in different types of tubing towers.
Advance Rubber Industries is occupied in manufacturing and exporting Varnish Coating Rollers. Coating Roller allows specific coating deposition, reduces waste solutions and effluents, thus increasing quality and cost-efficiency. This leads to an environmentally friendly process.
Our company deals in **manufacturing** and **supplying** top notch quality of **Rubber Rollers**. Our team of expert professionals is capable of providing our clients with a comprehensive collection of Rubber Rollers.
Bow Expander Roller

Exporter of Bow Expander Rollers :: Polyband Expander Roller :: Bow Expander Roller India :: Bow Expander Rollers Manufacturer

We present varied range of Bow Expander Rollers which are in high demand in the market. Expander rollers are offered in assorted sizes and types of rubbers.
We are well-resourced manufacturer and exporter of wide range of Rubber Moulded Articles. Rubber Articles are used in automotive industry and are accessible in different dimensions. Our spectrum of range includes Rubber Diaphragm, Rubber Gaskets, Rubber Rollers, Rubber Bushes, Rubber O-Rings, Rubber Seals etc.
We manufacture supreme quality of Mirror Polish Roller which is used in surface grinding, VMCH Coating Machine, Lamination Machine, High Speed Gravure Machine, Extruder Machine, Dynamic balance & Bearing Size. Advance Rubber Industries offers specialized chrome plated finishing’s.
Hardchrome Plated Roller - Cooling Roll

At ADI we present variety of Cooling Rolls like single shell, double shell jacketed type, spiral type. Cooling Roll have hard chrome plated surface. It cools the contact area that touches the web materials or rubber rolls.
We are one of the leading organizations affianced in providing excellent quality of Finish Cooling Roller which are manufactured by using high grade material. It cools the area touching the web material of rubber rolls.
We specialize in manufacturing Anilox Roller which is the fundamental component of a coating system. It is the roller which transfers the coating from the Anilox to the rubber roller. It is used in screen count, angle of engraving, depth and volume. There are two types of Anilox Roller
Our company offers an advance version of Single Jacated Cooling Rollers to the clients at nominal rates. These are designed as per the recent trends of industry used in basic applications of web materials and rubber rolls.
Clients can avail from us Double Jacated Spiral Cooling Roller at a cost effective price. These rolls are manufactured using advanced machines. Further, our array of products are facilitated with qualitative features like durability, precise dimension and user-friendly in operating.
Advance Rubber Industries offers an extensive range of Plasma Coated Rollers. Our coated Rollers are known for its effective functioning among our treasured clients. They are made of optimal quality of rubber. These rolls are used in many web manufacturing industries. It is known for its features like Crack resistant, durability, Corrosion resistant and Longevity.
Contact us

Address
41, Chirag Industrial Estate,
Near Revabhai Estate,
C. T. M. Highway,
Amraiwadi,
Ahmedabad - 380 026
Gujarat, India.

Website: www.rubberroller.co.in

Phone no: +(91)-(79)-25850682
Email: info@rubberroller.co.in